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GoFaster also on i5
GoFaster has followed continuously the AS/400 families’ evolution and now has introduced the
necessary modifications so that the new i5 series with its i5/OS operative system can take advantage
of the GoFaster’s empowering action.
As you can imagine its objective is still to make all the computer power totally available to the
user despite the job you were doing. Certain i5 new series models have limitations for the power
attached to interactive jobs and the ones coming from the 5250 Data Stream. This limitation causes
when registering an important interactive consume, a general decrease in the machine’s performance
and not only in the interactive jobs considered.
Some i5 models like the Enterprise type cannot take advantage of the GoFaster’s properties.
Thus they don’t have the interactive consume limited. The rest of the models can obtain an optimal
performance with the GoFaster application. We can include in this group the Standard models with its
interactive performance “0” but which can use all the computer power for any kind of job thanks to
GoFaster.
As an example of i5 models with “0" interactive are 520-7458, 520-7452, 550-7462, 550-7530
ó 570-7488 models. Previous models such as 270-22A7, 810-7410, 825-7416 or 890-7441 can also
apply GoFaster.
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Other GoFaster Utilities
In this chapter are included several functions
that help controlling certain aspects of the operative
system. If you want to know more about them visit
the web: www.gofaster.us
In the last V050401 release we can see in the
Utilities menu the
Option 15.- Job’s class.
As it says, it allows us to know the Class of Job
under which is being executed. Information that
cannot be obtained other way and that is very
difficult and busy to find out.
Knowing the Class of Job let’s the system
administrator control and manage the performing
conditions of certain job.

Updated GoFaster version
The GoFaster’s users, whom want to change to the
version V5R3 for OS/400 or i5/OS, can have a new
GoFaster release: The V050401,
which has been
updated to perform efficiently in the last OS/400 release
and the new machines.
You can apply for copies to Renovaciones via phone
93.3191723, or via e-mail: att@att.es
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GoFaster global market
Since it first appeared in the USA, three years
ago, GoFaster has been expanding inexorably
through the markets via USA direct sales or via
distributors. Currently a distributing net expansion
policy exists and it keeps incorporating diverse
markets.
Recently a local distributor has taken control of
the Japanese market where sales are difficult
because of the country’s culture
When a product has an added value so
important as the GoFaster, there are no technical
or political barriers to stop it because the millions it
saves makes that any kind of business, official
institution, council, multinationals and corporations
adopt the necessary measures to incorporate it in
their informatics’ systems..
It is more easy and wise to reduce costs with
GoFaster than freezing salaries, promote
forestalled retirements, reduce workforces and
closing non competitive businesses.
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